BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION SERVICES

Emerging Technology
Our engineering and research teams identify
new technologies to help your organization
cut through the noise and find viable
solutions for your infrastructure.

The number of start-ups and new technologies on hand today is overwhelming. It is difficult to sift through
all the solutions coming into the market, and equally as difficult to decipher which ones are viable, long-term
options for your organization.
Trace3 helps organizations by finding, vetting, and presenting information based on our multi-faceted
methodology and algorithm. We are uniquely positioned with experienced engineers, a dedicated research
team, and premier relationships with venture capital firms to discover and evaluate new technologies for
implementation into your infrastructure.

With sweeping changes in Cloud, Virtualization, Big Data, the Internet of Things, and
more, Trace3 sifts through the vast array of promising companies to offer valuable
information on emerging technologies that are a good fit for your company.
KNOWLEDGE

INTELLIGENCE

Trace3 works with our Venture Capital partners in
Silicon Valley to get early insight and access into
whom they’re investing and what business problems
they’re trying to solve. Combining the cutting-edge
technologies our engineers encounter and our 360
View Application, we compare, analyze, and present to
you in a collaborative fashion.

Trace3’s ability to evaluate technologies is based on our
evaluation algorithm - the 360 View Application. With
this proven assessment process, Venture Capital insight,
an experienced research team, and the engineers who
provide field expertise, we bridge the gap between our
customers and new technologies to provide critical
intelligence on new companies and emerging solutions.

EXPERTISE
The Trace3 team strategically plans for the implementation of new solutions in your organization. We work with you
on developing technology road maps to determine the best course of adoption and integration with your existing
infrastructure and plan for longevity within your organization.

To discover how Emerging Technologies can impact your bottom line, reach out
to your Trace3 sales representative or visit www.trace3.com
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